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Poker: A healthy habit for students?

see Page 3
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UTPA temps:
Five colleges
face interim
situation in
dean position

A Candid Conversation
New Athletic Director Scott
Street comes to UTPA with a
fresh new design for the future
of the athletic program. Street,
who arrives from the University
of Texas at San Antonio,
answers questions about where
he sees the program going in
the coming years. Is a conference in the immediate future?
See Page 14

By DAVID RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American

Franco Caballero/The Pan American

City construction
frustrates drivers
By ELIZABETH GARCIA
The Pan American

Doth thou love the theater?
How far will those who are
true theater aficionadoes go for
their passion? Former Weslaco
city manager Cecil Massey
(1960s) created a playhouse
from a dried-up water reservoir
to satisfy his love of drama. The
theater still stands and is in use
in the city’s business district.
See Page 8 and 9
Ed: Hmm... so
it’s a good thing
that the Pan
American
isn’t being
published
next week. I
don't think I
will be back
from
the
Unemployed
Cartoonist
Convention.

The construction project along
University Drive is making progress,
but officials estimate that it will take
at least eight more months to complete the task.
This is not good news for many
students at The University of TexasPan American who complain about
the chaotic driving conditions. The
construction zone, they say, affects
not only the traffic flow on
University Drive, but slows down

Expect Fun in
the Sun...

and congests all the streets around
campus.
It all started late last year when
the City of Edinburg began replacing
old utility lines along State Highway
107, from Sixth Street to Jackson
Road. But once that was done Texas
Department of Transportation
(TxDOT) road expansion began and
so did the complaints.
“It’s insane,” said UTPA business major Juan Carlos Gonzalez. “It
just takes too long to get to school
and to top it all off once you get to a
parking lot it’s almost impossible to

Sun, Mar 6
Some Showers
75°/62°

Wed, Mar 9
Mostly Sunny
73°/57°

Mon, Mar 7
Some Showers
81°/61°

Thu, Mar 10
Few Showers
76°/59°

Tue, Mar 8
Few Showers
77°/51°

Fri, Mar 11
Partly Cloudy
81°/60°

Spring Break
2005

find a decent spot. I don’t know how
long this will last, but it better end
soon or it’s just going to get worse.”
But the hectic parking issue is
not new. According to Eddie Morin,
UTPA’s parking manager, the fulltime student-to-parking spot ratio is
approximately 2.65. This explains
part of the problem, but congested
streets, detours and delays caused by
the road construction have made it
worse.
Hector Gonzalez, TxDOT area
engineer, said that construction

See TRAFFIC page 11
As the spring semester spirals downward, students and
faculty have a chance to
recuperate during the Spring
Break holiday. Classes will
resume on March 14. The
Pan American wishes students a safe and enjoyable
week.
Forecast courtesy of
www.weather.com

In the wake of public demotions
of two of the six college deans, questions have been raised about the current administration’s approach to filling the top college spots at The
University of Texas-Pan American.
Currently, of the six active deans
at UTPA, only John Emery of the
College of Business retains permanent
dean status. The other five are filling
their positions temporarily while
searches are conducted for more permanent solutions.
Rodolfo Arevalo, UTPA provost
and vice president of academic affairs,
admits the number of interim deans is
a bit high but believes it is simply a
matter of circumstance.
“We don’t usually have this many
vacancies. There are a variety of reasons,” Arevalo said. “One is that a few
people have found jobs elsewhere and
in the case of the two latest vacancies,
that was a decision that the president
made. Five out of six, yeah, it’s a high
number.”
According to Arevalo, the number of stop-gap deans has brought

See DEANS page 11

UTPA Deans
Q George Avellano
Social and Behavioral Science
Q Velma Menchaca
College of Education
Q Bruce Reed
Health and Human Services
Q Wallace Tucker
Arts and Humanities
Q John Emery*
Business Administration
Q Edwin LeMaster
Science and Engineering
* Only official dean
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Growing up is hard to do
With 2,100 criminal citations issued on South Padre
Island by the Texas Alcohol
and Beverage Commission
during Spring Break 2003,
and1,500 arrests in 2003, we
only wonder how many will
be issued this year, as
America’s
party-going
Emma Clark
youth head to South Padre
Island for Spring Break 2005?
Crime is just a small part of the problem that
SPI faces each spring. Alcohol- related stupidity
is a problem that authorities face every year, and
one that parents and professors also dread. The
trip for some can be “…potentially life-threatening,” claimed the American Heart Association
recently, after 91 percent of parents wanted
Spring Break marketing, which can often promote dangerous drinking and sex, to stop.
Dangerous to you and I may have a different
definition for the experts. Five alcoholic drinks
in one sitting for men, and four for women is
regarded as excessive, dangerous or ‘binge’
drinking in the United States, a reckless college
student tradition on which students spend a massive $5.5 billion per year. We really have a lot of
nerve complaining about the cost of books. In
Sweden however, experts suggest two bottles of

wine and half a bottle of spirits is binging. In the
United Kingdom, 11 drinks must be consumed
on one occasion before it can be classed as binge
drinking.
Thirty percent of college students recently
admitted to binging on alcohol to the TABC, and
those who began binging in their last year of
high school were more likely to be binge
drinkers in college said the same survey. Binging
can be a result of stress, peer pressure or even
plain old teenage curiosity. We all need to learn
our limits after all. Nonetheless, consuming
more than the four or five drinks recommended,
results in 1,400 student deaths per year, according to the TABC. They also claim that 70,000
sexual assaults or rapes occur, and that some
150,000 students develop alcohol-related health
issues, per year. Not to mention the 2.1 million
students who drive while under the influence.
The issue here is not drinking itself. It’s about
drinking moderately, legally and responsibly.
And understanding the consequences of dangerous activities like binge drinking.
No doubt, there is pressure on young people,
especially at this time of year when the sun is
shining, the barbecues are hot and the beach is
busy. The misinterpretation that “everyone is
doing it” must be corrected before any movement toward a responsible attitude about alcohol

consumption can be reached.
But not everyone is doing it, despite the
reports noted by the TABC and American Heart
Association. One particular Web site from the
sociology department of the State University of
New York claimed that college students had
curbed binge drinking by 35 percent. It goes on
to suggest that by finding out more about student
behavior and publishing those results, the degree
of binge drinking can be reduced.
Is it just a case of changing the minds of
young people, and old people at that? What
about alcoholism and genetics? Is it not the case
that some are just more prone to addictive
behavior than others? As we approach our mid20’s, questions such as these arise. At a time in
our life where nothing is certain, we can only
wonder whether taking one last shot is really
worth the hangover. The waste of the following
day. And the destructive, depressing behavior
alcohol often brings too many. Let’s face it,
we’ve all done it.
Putting the real facts out there allows other
students to stop assuming that “everyone else is
doing it” attitude, and doing it worse than they
are. Misconceptions about this somewhat touchy
subject might then be reduced, and the myth that
is student life might then be understood by some
just a little more closely.
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Another new beginning
College of HSHS hires new interim
By CLAUDETTE GONZALEZ
The Pan American
Interim Dean Dr. Bruce Reed of
the College of Health Sciences and
Human Services has a passion for
teaching.
“When I got the job [as interim
dean], one of the first questions I
asked was: ‘What about teaching?’”
said Reed.
Although it is not required of him
as dean to teach, Reed chose to do so
anyway.
“I wanted to teach a course this
semester, and I chose a graduate
level class that meets on
Thursdays,” said Reed, who has

been a professor in the Department
of Rehabilitation within the college
for the past 12 years. He has served
as department chair for the past nine
years.
Since Reed arrived at UTPA in
1993,
the
Department
of
Rehabilitation has grown tremendously. In his mind, however, there
is still room for expansion.
“We’re very much trying to grow
as a college and our new president is
very supportive and has that same
vision,” said Reed.
In order to accomplish that goal,
Reed is working with legislators and
university administration to get
money for hiring additional profes-

sors.
“The number of faculty is often
the limiting factor because in order
to maintain our accreditation, the
student-teacher ratio must be kept to
certain standards,” said Reed.
“Also, we sometimes have a hard
time hiring qualified faculty because
in the health science professions,
people can often make a lot more
money in clinical settings than they
can at the university.”
Currently the Department is
working toward offering a Ph.D.
program, in addition to adding the
Joel De la Rosa/The Pan American
new, much-needed addictions counDEAN AT WORK - When not busy with dean duties for UTPA and the HSHS,
seling specialty area.
Interim Dean Bruce Reed finds the time to continue further educating students.

See REED page 12

University considers
parental involvement

Deuce’s Wild
Poker’s popularity growing
By ENRIQUE REYNOSO
The Pan American
With the emergence of shows such
as “Celebrity Poker Showdown” and
“World Series of Poker,” not to mention dozens of Web sites offering
online games, it is clear that poker is
one of the hottest trends right now.
The nationwide craze has caught
on locally as well. Jerry Salinas, a
junior business management major at
the university, said he’s been playing
for a year and watches card games on
television.
“I usually play about three times a
week, and [it’s] either Texas Hold ‘em
or Seven-Card Stud,” he said.
Anival Guerra, a junior business
major from McAllen, thinks it’s a
good way to pass the time.
“I don’t play that much, but when
I do it’s a lot of fun,” he said.
When asked who he played with,
he said, “My dad. That way when he’s
had a few, I come in and clean up.”
The popularity of the various
games is a fact of life, and so is the
controversy many bars and other
establishments have run into regarding the reward aspect. Gambling is
illegal in the state of Texas, and only
legal in isolated places, like Las Vegas
or assorted casinos. Rolando Pena, a
TABC agent from Edinburg, says that
playing cards is legal if game
entrance fees are charged or prizes are
given.
“As long as there is no money
involved, then it’s fine,” he said.

By KRISTINA CAVAZOS
The Pan American

Warning signs of problem gambling
The National Council on Problem Gambling (NCPG) is available to help
those who gamble excessively. The council defines problem gambling as
a progressive disease, and encourages anyone with any of the following
signs to seek immediate help.
An inability to stop once you start gambling
Setting “loss limits” for the day, and exceeding those limits
Borrowing money to gamble
Lying to friends and family about gambling frequency or
losses
Neglecting responsibilities such as school, due to gaming
Constant self-worry about gambling
Consantly feeling the need for a gambling “rush”
National Council on Problem Gambling – 1 800 522 4700 (24-hour hotline)
Source: Perspective Magazine

Venues have tried to get around
the legal problems, because one of the
reasons people like to play poker is to
win money.
But recent studies suggest that students should not be playing these kind
of games. One survey published in
The Wager, an addiction education
report from Harvard Medical School
and the Massachusetts Council on
Compulsive Gambling, found that
college students are prone to “problem gambling” at a rate three times
higher than the general public. In the
same survey, 40 percent of students
said they played cards “informally”
and 32 percent said they were
involved in sports gambling with
friends.
Despite this, the university got

into the act last week with a Texas
Hold ‘em tournament held in the
Student Union last Friday afternoon.
Dozens of people were in on the
games, and soon eight or 10 games
became a few, with the dropouts
crowding around the remaining
games. It seems that the excitement
of a game of chance and skill is hard
to pass up.
Vanessa Chavez, who works in
the Union game room, said that
spaces filled up quickly. “There are
35 players on the signup sheet, and
about 12 on the waiting list,” she said
Friday.
Another poker tournament is
scheduled for April, and chances are
the trend will not have died down by
then.

When students think back on
their childhood years in public
school, they might recall such
terms
as
Parent
Teacher
Association (PTA). Every fall,
when children register for public
school, parents are approached
about joining parent organizations
that assist the school in having a
connection between home and
school.
It’s not just a secondary education thing, though. The University
of Texas-Pan American is currently
looking at various options to
involve parents in their childrens’
college education.
While still in the planning
stages, one of the ideas is to place
online links providing parents with
information in both English and in
Spanish so that they can be
informed ahead of time about registration dates, financial aid deadlines, and many other concerns.
“Many of our university student population have parents who
did not attend college, and cannot
assist their children with pertinent
information,” said Dr. Jerry Price,
dean of students. “This would be a
great way to involve them and
inform them.”
At present, larger universities
across Texas already have such
organizations for their students.
According to Price, parents would
have a better understanding when

their kids come home and discuss
the anxieties and pressures they
feel. A college PTA would help
parents understand situations better
and make them more able to be
supportive.
“While it seems that the organization is for parents, it’s really
more for the students, because it is
one more way for the university to
assist them,” Price said.
Cristy Arriola, parent of an
Edinburg High School student, said
of the incentive, “I think it’s a great
idea, because it lets me know how
to better prepare my child while in
high school, and to know what to
expect when he enters the university.”
Still, some students don’t really
think it would be any help.
Yamil Nasiff, sophomore psychology major, said, “PTA at PanAm would be irrelevant because
the students are mature enough to
handle their responsibilities in the
class room, rather than have their
parents involved.”
An idea currently under consideration is to have a parent volunteer committee that would assist
the university’s communication
and media departments in translating and distributing important
information to parents through a
Web site.
With 17,000 students enrolled at
UTPA, Price believes there are
bound to be parents willing to
donate a little of their time for this
initiative.
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U.S. Navy admiral returns to
alma mater with much advice
By ANGELA SALAZAR
The Pan American
“I remember sitting outside the Student Union drinking coffee
and eating doughnuts.”
It could be any number of University of Texas-Pan American
alumni. Only, it was Rear Adminal Jose Luis Betancourt, the highest-ranking Hispanic officer in the U.S. Navy, and a graduate of the
school, speaking.
The admiral was born in Tamaulipas, Mexico and moved with
his immigrant family to Brownsville where he attended old
Brownsville High School, now known as Hanna HS. Betancourt
graduated from Pan American University in 1971 after transferring
from Texas Southmost College.
“I love it [UTPA],” Betancourt said. “It brings back beautiful
memories of Edinburg and a tremendous sense of pride.”
And although that pride has not changed, there are a few things
that have.
“When I came here there were only 6,000 students. Now there
are 17,000 and an estimate of around 30,000 in the next ten years,”
he said.
The liberal arts major originally planned to teach at the college
David Burris
level. But he was drafted and decided to go into the Navy. Now,
Franco Caballero/The Pan American more than 30 years later, he is the commander of the Southwest
Region in San Diego, Calif.
Betancourt reminisced about old times on campus, and brought
the message to audience members that money issues and ethnic
origin should not stop a person from achieving their goals.
He mentioned that Hispanics in particular should utilize hard
work, bilingual capabilities, and untapped talent to become what he
calls the “cloth of the nation,” which are officers in the armed
forces.
“When I got out of high school, I was looking for money for
school and this is one of the ways,” said petty officer Dan Pickard.
Many students find the military a good way to help pay for college, but also to help with future goals and careers.

Jose Luis Bentancourt
Daniela Resendez/The Pan American

CIA speaker
promotes
importance of
Longtime Hispanic activist
leadership
By ANGELA SALAZAR
The Pan American
Every person has been told at some point to “lead by
example.” But what exactly defines leadership?
David Burris, Southwest Region recruitment representative for the Central Intelligence Agency, gave a seminar
on leadership to students of The University of Texas-Pan
American Tuesday, in conjunction with Career Placement
Services and the Student Leadership Academy.
“It’s [leadership] is an important part of our organization the Central Intelligence Agency, it’s an important
topic to every company,” said the 28 year CIA veteran.
“And every individual because leadership is a personal
thing.”
The main focus of the seminar was to instill the idea
that everyone has leadership qualities. There is no one
definition for the term, and Burris believes that each definition is as unique as each person.
Most government service reps have noted that for
years, Hispanics have largely remained an untapped
resource of talent and intelligence.
“By 2050 we will be…the largest minority in the country. I think it’s important because leadership is in our
homes and in our families,” Burris said.
Students are always looking for new ways to improve
their skills for the future. The Student Leadership
Academy is an organization on campus that can customize
workshops for students, workshops which are designed to
train people in all aspects of leadership development.
“I came because it’s a part of the leadership academy,”
said Winker Cruz, first-year graduate student at UTPA, of
the Burris talk. “It’s a way to give a goal to myself. When
you’re a part of an organization you tend to do more for
yourself.”

“I hope to get experience in firefighting with the Navy, to hopefully do forensic science and arson investigation,” said the 27-yearold Pickard.
Betancourt will return to UTPA in the fall for HESTEC Week,
to encourage and inform students about the armed forces. For some
UTPA students, being part of the military is a real possibility.
“I wanted to know something else about it [Navy],” said international business freshman Joaquin Villegas. “I’m just looking
into other options.”
Anyone interested in more information on the Navy should
visit its website at www.navy.com

calls for equality reforms

By DELISA GUADARRAMA
The Pan American
Dolores Huerta is no stranger to struggle and the fight for
American freedoms. Since the early 1960s she has fought alongside
icons like Cesar Chavez for farmworker rights across the nation.
Monday night Huerta spoke to The University of Texas-Pan
American students at the Student Union Theater, on much more
than labor unions. In fact, it was an empowered speech on the effect
of politics, education and racism on today’s society.
‘The reason to get an education is to come back to your community and serve the people who create wealth,” Huerta said.
Another important topic of the evening was gender balance as
well. In the political arena females compromise only a small fraction of the people who make decisions that affect our lives, said
Huerta, who has appeared in the Valley on numerous occasions in
the past 30 years. She added it would take another 200 years for
there to be balance at the rate society is going.
“If we do not have gender balance in all these places where decisions are made, then they’re going to make the wrong decisions,”
she said.
Huerta said the biggest benefit for all her years of work to date
has been sealing the Agricultural Labor Relations Act in California.
From the time of boycotting grapes to today, not much has changed
in the fight for a national farm workers union, she claimed. Huerta
recalled something Chavez told her many years ago that she
believes still rings true today.
“Growers are too rich, too powerful and too racist,” she remembered the famous activist having said.
As her words resonated throughout the Union Monday, she
explained a new word she would like to shout: Bosani, an African
Zulu word meaning, “people are coming together to fight for justice.”

Dolores Huerta

Franco Caballero/The Pan American

RETURNING TO THE VALLEY - (inside photo, courtesy of
George McLemore) Dolores Huerta made an appearance in
Pharr for a UFW rally in 1984. (outside photo) Twenty years
later Huerta returns to speak at The University of Texas-Pan
American on her life experiences.
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No interest: group therapy for students axed
By LYLONY CAZARES
The Pan American
Mary, a University of Texas PanAmerican student who wishes to remain
anonymous, gets the blues every once in a
while when the stress of college life leaves
her broke and a credit short from academic
satisfaction.
“I usually fall into a depression when I
know I can’t pay my rent,” Mary said. “Or
when I have major exams that I don’t do
too good on. Sometimes it’s so hard, and I
feel all alone.”
Although
“Group
Mary is not
alone, it may
therapy can
seem like it at
be beneficial
times. UTPA
has tried to
in that it
help students
cope with the
allows
stress
and
students to
anxiety
of
university
share their
life, but after
lack of interexperiences.”
est cancelled
two therapy
-Veronica D. Cano,
groups, it’s
UTPA counselor
clear that students
have
difficulty talking about their problems.
According to WebMD, a 2000 survey by

the American College Health Association
(ACHA) found that 10 percent of college
students — 12.8 percent of women and 6.2
percent of men - had been diagnosed with
depression. The ACHA has reported that at
some point over the course of a school
year, 61 percent of college students have
described themselves as feeling hopeless,
while 45 percent have reported feelings of
depression so severe that it has been difficult for them to function.
Kristin L. Croyle, psychology and
anthropology professor, wanted to start a
group-therapy session to provide additional training material in her group-therapy
course for the clinical psychology graduate
program.
“Actually, I had a number of students
that were interested,” said Croyle, who
explained that student schedule conflicts
left too small of a group for therapy sessions.
Students wanting to participate in the
therapy group were required to set up an
appointment with Croyle to determine if
the group would be right for their individual situations.
“But one reason I think that more students were not interested is that it is unusual to have therapy groups offered on this
campus,” Croyle said.
At some universities many such groups
are offered each semester so that students
are always aware in the back of their minds

Sweating Out College Stress
At some point over the course of the school year, students
describe themselves as feeling:

HOPELESS

SEVERE DEPRESSION

In addition, 19% of college students -- 12.8% of women and
6.2% of men -- had been diagnosed with depression.
Source: webMD.com

that group help is potentially available to
them.
Croyle explained how sometimes people are not ready to seek out therapy and
without having a constant group available
every semester students won’t look for
help.
“When the group was announced this
semester, I think that many students that it
would potentially be helpful to just were
not ready to make up their minds to seek
therapy,” Croyle said. “But if it were
announced again in a semester or two they

may be more likely to call then.”
Mary heard about the group but did not
feel she needed therapy for bouts of
depression.
“I don’t think I would feel comfortable
talking about my problems to strangers,”
Mary said. “Sometimes I talk to my family
and ask them for advice, but it’s hard for
them to understand what I’m going through
because I am the first one to go to college.”
Veronica D. Cano, UTPA counselor,
found students seeking help with problems

See THERAPY page 12

Campus police battle with officer shortage
By NAYELLY BARRIOS
The Pan American
Student enrollment at The University of Texas-Pan American
has increased this semester by more than six percent compared to
last year, according to a recent article released by the Public
Affairs Office. With the university growing larger every semester,
campus safety is a major daily concern.
The University Police Department is constantly on top of
things making sure there are enough police officers and security
guards on campus to maintain order and reassure campus security. But with a manpower shortage at UPD, the question is, how
much police force is enough to keep the campus safe?
Chief Howard Miller states that a manpower shortage is a constant issue faced by other police departments as well.
“We’re always looking for people. I’m about four short for
police officers, there are currently two in the academy,” Miller
said. “It’s not uncommon, if you check with Edinburg or
McAllen, except for their numbers would be higher. We’re dealing with a smaller number of officers.”
Miller explained that university police have the highest
requirements.
“We require at least 60 hours of college, plus we require you
have to go to our academy in Austin,” he said. “Regardless if you
are a current police officer or not, you still have to go through our
academy.”
In the event of a major emergency, or if for any other good reason, the Edinburg Police Department is ready to assist the UPD.
“We have a mutual aid agreement, it goes both ways,” Miller
said. “They have apartments and areas here. Also with the fire
department, we work hand in hand.”
The police department already filled one position, when they
hired a telecommunications operator. They still six have positions
open, and in order to fill them Miller said the word will go out
nationally.
“On all those we’re going to go national. It gets expensive
when you start trying to advertise in the Houston Chronicle, plus
San Antonio, Dallas papers,” he said.
It is difficult to find candidates, as Miller explained.
Sometimes the extensive requirements can be more of a hindrance than a help.
“Your local municipality will just pick up an officer that’s

gone through the local academy or from another academy, but we
don’t have that luxury,” Miller said.
“We’ve done very well with the requirements that we have.
It’s a UT policy system-wide and we’re requiring the additional
college hours, we’re comfortable with that.”
Miller stated that UPD is constantly looking for people. The
department has even placed flyers in the criminal justice department in an attempt to recruit.
For the safety of the university students, when looking for officers the police department stops at nothing to make sure that they
find the best. The chief also conducts a polygraph, or a lie-detector test.
“A lot of agencies don’t have polygraphs. They have done
away with them,” Miller said. “Wouldn’t you feel much better to
know that when you call an officer that it is somebody that you
can trust, you don’t have to worry about him being a bad guy
too?”
Sophomore Ricardo Rios, Jr., a criminal justice and business
administration major, said that he is more worried about campus
residents than himself.
“For myself, I’m really not concerned. I would be more concerned for the residents here at Pan Am those living in the dorms,
especially young females,” Rio said. “I know that sometimes they
do have to go out late at night to the labs, walking from the dorms
to the academic services building is a very dangerous threat.”
Rios went on to say he understands that the police cannot be

HOW DOES UTPA MEASURE UP?
University police departments around the state have
varying numbers of total staff, with UT-Austin having the
largest.
Total officers

Vacancies

Enrollment

UT - Austin
UT - Brownsville
Baylor

64

3

49,000

16

N/A

11,000

21

3

13,000

Texas State

18

0

25,000

Texas A&M

15

N/A

6,500

(Kingsville)
UTPA

18

6

17,000

around every corner at every minute.
“On behalf of the police department I really didn’t see any
problems,” he said. “The vandalism that occurred a week ago,
maybe, if we had a couple more people patrolling the ground
maybe that could have been prevented.”
The assistant chief position has been vacant since Sept 1,
2004, when assistant chief William Carey left UPD to head campus police at Western Oregon University.
The criteria for the assistant chief are fairly straightforward,
with a college degree at the forefront. Essentially, Miller said, this
is a management position.
“That is a management position that is in charge of operation,
primarily, which is all the patrols, the telecommunications and
that type of thing,” he said. “And the person in charge in my
absence,” Miller said, “is an individual that is diplomatic, has
communications skills, interpersonal skills, because we’re working on a college campus.”
Miller says that the empty spaces on the payroll have not
caused any problems as yet. Seventeen are officers, said Miller,
but this number can be as large as 45.
“When I say total, I’m usually looking at everybody, even
part-time, that are not uniformed. I think it’s 10-to-12 security
type persons, roughly,” he said. “They go and come. We have
maybe five that are full-time regular.”
Security personnel are abundant and available to help police
officers with duties. Miller explained that between one-year contracts, direct-wage and permanent staff the security guards on
campus work well with the campus police.
“The advantages are that we also have security personnel. So
we have the luxury of supplementing our police force with those
guys. At this time I have more of those guys than I typically
would,” Miller said.
“Also, the guards and security officers help with various service calls. And that kind of frees up the officers,” he said.
The two officers currently attending the academy in Austin
should return in June, after having completed 19 weeks of training.
“It also improves the image of the university,” said Miller
about the lengthy process of recruitment, one that the entire
UTPA campus seems to be experiencing. “This is a specialized
type of law enforcement, and it’s not fit for anybody.”
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF STUDENTS
If It’s Happening to You...
WHAT IS IT?

HOW TO REPORT IT

The first thing students should know about sexual harassment is that it is a
serious matter. In fact, sexual harassment is illegal and The University of
Texas-Pan American has a specific policy on this issue. According to our
policy, sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual
nature when:

Charges of sexual harassment within the University community are sensitive and complex. The University recognizes the complexities of complaints related to sexual harassment and has asked the Office of the Dean
of Students (University Center 104, 381-2262) to review complaints of
this nature. (Complaints that do not involve students are handled by the
Office of the President). The process usually begins with an informal,
confidential conversation with the Dean of Students or his designee.
After discussing the situation, students will be provided with options on
how to deal with harassment. These options will include receiving suggestions on how to discourage the harasser, and informal approaches
such as reporting in confidence your concerns to the harasser’s supervisor to ask him or her to talk with the harasser, or asking that the supervisor provide a general policy making statement to the entire staff or faculty of the department where the harasser works to remind them of the
University policy against sexual harassment. The Dean or his designee
may suggest other actions less formal than filing a written complaint.

1. Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term
or condition of an individual’s employment or education; or
2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as
the basis for academic or employment decisions affecting that individual;
or
3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with
an individual’s academic or professional performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive employment, educational, or living environment.
WHAT IS THE UNIVERSITY’S POLICY?
Sexual harassment is against the law. It is prohibited by University policy,
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the 1972,
Educational Amendments to the Civil Rights Act. The University of TexasPan American condemns sexual harassment of the students, staff, and faculty of the University of Texas-Pan American. Any form of sexual harassment will be considered a serious matter to be dealt with accordingly.
It is the policy of the University of Texas-Pan American that supervisors
and faculty shall not enter into any type of romantic or sexual relationship
with staff under their supervision or with students enrolled in their courses.
Such relationships will be looked upon as potentially detrimental to the
working and learning environment, considered inappropriate and unacceptable, and grounds for disciplinary action including termination of all
appropriate parties involved.
In short, students at The University are entitled to study and work free
from the threat of sexual intimidation and discrimination from other students at The University and University employees.
WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Sometimes victims of sexual harassment try to ignore the behavior in
hopes that it will go away. Sometimes victims of sexual harassment might
even blame themselves. These are mistakes. It is important for victims to
know that there are actions they can take to stop such unacceptable behavior:
1. Speak up at the time. Say “NO,” clearly and firmly. Tell the harasser
that his or her advances are unwelcome and you want them stopped. There
is a small chance that the harasser did not realize that his or her behavior
was offensive to you. Don’t delay. Pay attention to cues or comments
indicating harassment. If a person’s behavior makes you uncomfortable,
say so.
2. Seek advice. Most victims find themselves confused by sexual harassment and reluctant to discuss it with anyone. Victims usually fear
reprisals. Harassers count on their victims’ silence. It is important to seek
counsel to protect not only yourself but others from unwanted sexual attention and sexual advances that are known to interfere with academic or job
performance. To determine whether your discomfort is really sexual
harassment, seek help - - the earlier, the better. The campus office designated to assist with student complaints (or faculty or staff complaints
against students) is the Office of the Dean of Students.
3. Tell someone, such as fellow students or co-workers. Sharing your
concern helps to avoid isolation and the tendency to blame yourself.
Sexual harassers tend to be “repeaters”; they are likely to have harassed
others, too. This may also mean that there are other individuals who have
been harassed by the same person and will support you if you file a formal
complaint.
4. Keep Records. Keep a journal and any letters or notes received. Note
the dates, times, places, witnesses and the nature of the harassment – what
was said, the tone and how you responded.

Filing a formal written complaint is also an option and follows these
steps:
Step One: The student writes, signs and submits a formal complaint to
the Dean of Students. The signed statement must include the name of the
harasser and a detailed narrative of the sexually harassing incident or
incidents.
Step Two: Investigation and resolution of the complaint will be through
the Office of the Dean of Students. Every effort is made to protect the
rights of individuals involved, both the complainant and the alleged
harasser, which includes hearing from both sides and maintaining confidentiality to the extent permitted by the law.
Step Three: Upon completion of the investigation, the University will
take appropriate administrative and/or disciplinary action. If the investigation demonstrates reasonable cause that the harassment occurred, the
Dean of Students will notify the complaint and begin conciliation efforts.
If the investigation does not find reasonable cause that the harassment
occurred, the Dean of Students will notify the complainant of such finding. The Dean of Students Office’s policy is to seek full and effective
relief for victims of sexual harassment. Remedies are tailored to the circumstances-and may include:
Corrective, curative or preventive actions taken to cure or correct the
source of the identified harassment and minimize the chance of its recurrence;
Stopping the specific discriminatory practices involved in the case;
Severe discipline for proven violations, including discharge, if warranted.
IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO IS BEING HARASSED
Support those having harassment problems. Help him or her cope
with it.
Encourage anyone having harassment problems to take action, either
informally or formally.
Remind them that it is not their fault they are being harassed.
Don’t accept sexual harassment as “the way things are” or treat it as a
joke.
PREPARED BY
THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-PAN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY CENTER 104
381-2262
Adapted from sexual harassment policies, information and materials from
The University of Texas-Pan American, The University of Texas at
Austin, The University of Texas at El Paso, and the Center for Women
Policy Studies Washington, D.C.
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Game On

This is the first in a four-part series on
gaming.
Level One
The age of gaming is constantly
moving toward more advanced technology. New game systems such as the
Sony Playstation, Microsoft X-Box,
and Nintendo Game Cube, have come a
long way from early ones like Atari.
The game industry is growing, and
numerous games are being offered for
all kinds of people. Video games do not
discriminate; they are for old and
young enthusiasts alike with different
genres geared toward market groups.
Level Two: Games, Game Systems
and PC Games
Video games are evolving and
improving their graphics, storylines
and even having award-winning music
scores,
such
as
“Castlevania:
Symphony of the Night” for
Playstation.
The systems have come a long way
since the original Nintendo system,
which offered a small controller with
only two buttons and a direction pad.
Now, the controls are an entirely new
breed, with features like pressure-sensitive buttons and rumbling. The systems also serve for multi-purposes;
both X-Box and Playstation offer
the option to use the system as a
DVD and CD player.
Just like movies, games
are categorized by genres,
and are no longer being
put together in a simple format with
t w o -

dimensional graphics. “The Elder
Scrolls” series for the personal computer is a “role-playing” game that feels
lifelike, allowing the player to control
the character in doing things like picking up any object.
“‘The Elder Scrolls’ series was the
most high-tech and innovative game
when it first came out,” said Joshua
Garza, a 19-year-old student at Anchor
Bible Institute. Garza is an avid PC
gamer.
Microsoft offers controls and joysticks for several PC games, but most
games played on the computer are controlled by the keyboard and the mouse.

Level Three: Genre Breakdown
Several genres are now virtually
non-existent, such as once-popular
adventure games. The “Zork” series of
the 1980s and “Monkey Island” of the
1990s were top adventure games that
normally cast the player as the protagonist of the storyline. The main objective
was to solve puzzles and find artifacts.
“These games are pretty much
dead,” Garza said. “The closest adventure or ‘console’ game would be ‘[The]
Legend of Zelda.’”
Another not-so-popular genre is
educational games, geared toward
classroom learning, including “Carmen
Sandiego,” and the “Oregon Trail”
series.
Another dead genre is fixed shooter games (“Galaga,” “Space Invaders,”
“Asteroids”)
with
a
fixed
perspective/view. They are usually
fixed on auto-scroll, which means that
the screen moves without the player’s
ability to control.
The platform games, often called
side-scroller games such as “Donkey
Kong,” “Super Mario Brothers” and
“Sonic the Hedgehog,” are also rapidly
diminishing.
According to gaming enthusiast
Sean Pelfrey, a 21-year-old
South Texas College chemistry
and biology graduate, sidescrollers have slowly moprhed
into the first-person shooter
(FPS) games of today.
“Games have eventually
evolved into FPS,” Pelfrey said.
“The first games that came out,
like ‘Mario,’ and ‘Duck Hunt,’
eventually evolved into games
like ‘Contra,’ and ‘Doom.’
People were getting bored with

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

PLAY TIME - Controllers evolve not only with time, but with the games themselves.
Where once two buttons or a trigger was fine, many more are needed.

the side-scrollers games and it now it
seems people enjoy shooting at things.”
Games have taken a turn from the
cutesy style of “Super Mario Brothers,”
and games now are a bit more graphic
and often intended for a mature playing
audience.
The fighting games, such as “Soul
Calibur,” “Mortal Combat,” “Tekken”
and “Street Fighter,” are considered
combat games with two players
involved in a one-on-one match against
each other. If playing alone, the player
will be matched up against the computer.
Fighting games are not viewed
from the first-person perspective, but
generally the player controls the character by just watching him/her take on
an opponent.
Unlike fighting games, the FPS
game allows the player to view action
from the characters’ point of view. It
gives the feeling of being there.
“Right now ‘Halo 2’ on X-Box is a
great FPS,” said Albert Garcia, a 23year-old senior political science major
at The University of Texas-Pan
American. “It’s great for X-Box Live.
You can play with up to 16 players, and
there is real-time voice command, and
voice masking options.”
Level four: Genres using new media
Tired of playing on the regular

gaming systems? New genres have
sprung up online. They are called massive multiplayer online games
(MMOGs), or massively multiplayer
online
role-playing
games
(MMORPGs). This genre includes
“EverQuest,” “Final Fantasy,” “World
of Warcraft” and “Lineage 1 and 2.”
These games are subscription-based
virtual worlds where thousands of players can interact together online.
Romulus Guerrero, 21, of Rio
Grande City, said that MMORPGs are
great games that one can play for hours
alone, or join other people to get
through tougher stages in the game.
“You can have a group of people,
and you don’t all have to be involved in
a fight at the same time,” Guerrero
said. “There are also guilds, which is a
group of players, and on ‘World of
Warcraft,’ the guild can be as long as
you want to make. It’s like a ‘friends
list’ on online messengers.”
Another type of MMOG that doubles as an FPS is “Counter Strike.” This
game, according to Guerrero, does not
run as long as most MMOGs or
MMORPGs.
“The time limit to meet an objective in the game is about five to 10 minutes, so the games are short and fast,”
Guerrero said. “It’s good that they are

See GAMES page 10
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The Valley’s Own
Story by

Omaira Galarza

Theatre

WESLACO - There is
a hint of poetry in
James McLure’s oneact
comedy
“Laundry
&
Bourbon,” with a
wistful line about a
cloud casting a shadow over the land that
makes the barren expanse
look “so peaceful.” The massive veil the cloud creates is mirrored here by the
shade from the elevated water tower that engulfs the
Tower Theater.
Who knew that the shadow of a 140-foot tall
concrete water tower could be more powerful than a
stretch of clouds that cannot be measured by the
naked eye? To allow a washed-out, pink building to
emanate beauty and tranquility in the bustling business district of Weslaco, either an illusion provoking shadow must be cast or a spell of some sort.
The 35-year-old, chewed-bubblegum-wad of a
building is “ugly as sin,” as David MyCue, curator
of archives and collections at the Museum of South
Texas History in Edinburg, described the exterior of
the theater.
The original purpose of the structure accounts
for its lack of architectural grace. In 1928, it was
created as a ground-level water-storage reservoir
for the nine-year-old community. However, by 1938
Weslaco had outgrown the reservoir, so the adjacent
overhead tank was constructed. By the elevated
tower’s completion in 1941, the former tank was left
purposeless.
1928
Ground level waterstorage reservoir is
constructed

1938
Elevated water
tower is proposed

courtesy of www.google.com

Globe

The building was seen as an eyesore by the
community, and was used as a mere storage unit for
miscellaneous city supplies and welfare clothing,
when Cecil Massey became city manager in 1962.
“If it hadn’t been for him the Tower Theater
wouldn’t be here,” said Shirley Atkins, who has
produced and directed shows at the theater since its
inception.
Massey was told to demolish the structure, but
when he discovered that this option was too costly,
he began to look at the building in a different light.
“When they wanted him to tear down this monstrosity, he turned it into a theater,” MyCue said.
Not just a playhouse, but a theater-in-the-round
that has made an everlasting mark in the history of
the Rio Grande Valley like Shakespeare’s Globe
Theater has on the international level.
Massey, a colossal man of more than 200
pounds, was drawn to adapting the monstrous

Weslaco, his past experiences metamorphosed into
the completion of the Tower Theater in early spring
of 1969.
The cost of crafting South Texas’ first theaterin-the-round was kept to less than $1,000 by utilizing items from Army surplus, fruit cans and items
donated by civic organizations, but the project was
not invulnerable to kinks.
According to a citizen interviewed by Frances
Isbell for the Texas Historical Marker document,
one of the primary problems was acoustics, because
the 12-inch thick, concrete walls made everyone
sound like they were “hollering down a well.”
To alleviate this problem, squares of canvas
stretched across two-by-two wooden boards were
constructed, painted blue-green, and placed on the
wall in a checkerboard pattern. The canvas and
ridiculous amount of paint used to cover it—since
the material soaks up liquid like a thirsty camel,
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ing chairs that do not obstruct the audience’s view
of the stage.
A clear view of the stage would be useless if
proper lighting was not installed. But purchasing
stage lights would have surpassed the budget limit.
Homemade stage lights were fashioned from
Texum fruit cans linked together by pipes, according to Atkins, who received a degree in music from
Pan American University.
Bird’s-eye spotlights were taken from a city
park that was recently relit and placed at floor level
to pose as house lights. Of course, light generates
heat, and ceiling fans were not an option because
they were a fire hazard that could overheat the
nylon parachute.
Atkins said it was “hotter than hell” during the
theater’s first show, which was Tennessee
Williams’ “The Glass Menagerie” performed by
Weslaco High School on April 2, 1970. Eventually
an eight-ton air conditioning and heating unit was
installed.
Massey ended his term as city manager in
1967, but his project continued to flourish. In
1970, a “green room” for makeup, dressing and
costume storage was added at the west end of the
lobby, which was enlarged and carpeted. The theater also now contains two bathrooms and a light
booth.
PRESENT-DAY DRAMA
A building that was formerly intended to hold
150,000 gallons of water was completely transformed and has held more than 50 actors and a full
house at one time. Despite the mammoth outward
appearance of the theater, it’s a snug fit for large
groups of people during intermission on performance days.
Nowadays, during intermission the audience
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tends to spend its time in bathroom lines, while the
cast and crew congregates in the backyard. From
1980 to 1983, the area was landscaped by the
Weslaco Garden Club and was ripe with yellow jasmine bushes, yuccas, philodendron, monkey grass
and numerous natural adornments.
The lush landscape is a distant memory,
replaced by sparse splotches of grass, tree stumps
and remnants of once vibrant flower beds; a sight
would bring pain to lovers of greenery artworks.
Regardless of how the appearance of the theater is viewed, after squeezing into the miniscule
parking lot and sauntering up to the entrance, a
quick gaze to the left of the door at a historical
plaque reveals that it is the “home of Mid-Valley
Civic Theater.” A home for the arts, and art is
beautiful. An intense curiosity of the wonders that
lie within leads a hand to rap on the heavy door.
Whether the door is opened by a maintenance
worker who explains that the theater is not open for
the day, or a junior high school student taking tickets for the night’s show, the rosy blob opens like a
flower in bloom with a warm and welcoming aura.
The playing space is small and the audience
lowest riser is a couple of feet from the stage. The
atmosphere is intimate. The cast and crew make
the audience feel like they are at home—or for
younger viewers, like they are at grandma’s house.
The thrill of escaping to another world by watching
a live, theatrical work is magnified by the proximity to the action.
When the house lights go up at intermission,
the audience is eased out of the fantasy and into a
gentle reality with amiable audience members who
feel like family, given the intimacy of the locale and
scent of homemade brownies for sale in the lobby.
Even a trip to the backyard feels like a false
reality. Despite the deterioration of the landscape,
the shadow of the water tower and sprinkle of loose
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dirt generated by the Valley breeze, creates a feeling more like sitting under a canopy at the beach
than of a trip to Weslaco.
Maybe this is why the Red Hat Society—a society of woman who boast the slogan, “where there is
fun after 50”—is drawn to frequent the theater.
The group prides itself in breaking age-old rules
that society expected women to follow, such as not
wearing white after Labor Day or not pairing a
purple dress with a red hat. As they sit in the audience of the Tower Theater, the women break the
mold with their flamboyant red hats.
The theater also wears mold-breaking hats. In
February the City of Weslaco and the Mid-Valley
Civic Theatre present “Laundry & Bourbon,” and
the third act of Neil Simon’s “Plaza Suite.” The two
pieces can be lumped together in the category of
comedy, but differ immensely in style and structure.
“Laundry & Bourbon” takes place on a back
porch in Maynard, Texas on a hot summer afternoon. The main character, Elizabeth Caulder, is
quietly brooding over a dramatic dilemma when
comedy ensues from unexpected visitations from
her friend Hattie and Hattie’s nemesis Amy Lee.
Switch locations from rural to city, country folk
to high society, backyard to upscale hotel and the
culmination is “Plaza Suite.” This comedy is a
slightly more physical and considerably fasterpaced. Norma and Roy Hubley engage in a hilarious argument as they try to urge their only daughter out of the hotel room lavatory and into her wedding.
According to Atkins, the next project is probably going to be a large musical. A few possibilities
that are being thrown around by the theater staff
are “West Side Story,” “I Do I Do” and “Tom
Sawyer.”
For more information or to purchase tickets
call the Tower Theater (956) 968-2368.

“If it hadn’t been for [Cecil Massey] the Tower
building into a theater because of a love he Theater wouldn’t be here.”
developed for the art in college. He was
Shirley Atkins
Producer/Director at Tower Theater

awarded a full scholarship to play football
at Baylor University in the late 1940s. He
was such a valuable member of the team
that his coach suggested he take an “easy” drama
course to makeup for a low grade he received. But
his coach did not envision that Massey would generate a passion for the art.
According to MyCue, Massey was just a big
football player studying to be a city manager, who
grew to love theater. Fortunately for the people of

1941
Elevated water tank
is completed

1962
Cecil Massey
becomes city manager

1967
Massey’s term ends

Tower Theater Timeline

along with other supplies—such as a camouflage
parachute that was suspended from the ceiling,
were acquired at the Army surplus.
The Weslaco Lions Club also took part in eradicating the acoustic problem by donating 130
mahogany armchairs purchased from a restaurant.
The chairs were later removed and replaced by fold-

1969
Ground level waterstorage reservoir is
converted into the
Tower Theater, as
proposed by
Massey

1970
First performance,
“The Glass
Menagerie” by
Weslaco High
School
Greenroom is
added

2005
Theater is still in
use, February performance of
“Laundry and
Bourbon” and third
act of “Plaza Suite”

Franco Caballero/The Pan American

AND SCENE - The Tower Theater’s stage area (left) may be small, but it has held
more than 50 actors, plus crew members and a full house at one time. Contrary to
popular belief, the theater did not get its name (above left) because it was once a
water reservoir. The name was adopted because its neighbor is the elevated water
tower (above right), which is still in use.
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Pasta
palace
By ARTURO RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American
WESLACO - The Rio Grande Valley
is well known for its fine Mexican cuisine, but many people do not know that it
also has a slice of Italy right in its backyard.
“Mama Mia!” Milano’s Italian
Restaurant is a family-owned- and -operated establishment that has been hidden
away in a remote area of the Mid-Valley
for years. It is truly a treasure to be found,
tucked away behind the only olive trees
for miles.
Once inside the eatery, one is taken
aback by the aroma of pasta, tomatoes and
garlic, all dancing a saucy medley to
entice a hungry patron’s palette. And
while they offer a wide range of delicious
entrees, from mammoth-size Italian
sausages smothered in thick red pasta
sauce to eggplant parmagiana (that seems
to almost run over the edge of the plate it
is being served on) this reviewer opted for

the Around the World Pizza, with
Canadian bacon in place of anchovies.
While the main dish was being prepared, a hearty helping of thick, warm
sourdough bread is brought to the table
with lots of butter on the side, to melt on
the recently risen delight.
During the wait, one can take in the
ambience, aided by the restaurant’s décor.
The tables are surrounded by frescos and
family pictures on every wall. Romantic
accordion music plays in the background,
and the waiters look elegant in their black
and white uniforms with a white napkin
slung over a folded arm.
Once the pizza arrives, all else is a
blur. The perfect mixture of spices, meats
and cheeses served on a heavenly crust
that was just tossed only moment before.
The food is delicious and the prices
are moderate to expensive. The atmosphere is relaxed and friendly. And after
savoring every bite and seeing how much
I had spent on a fine evening of dining, I
had only two words for this exemplary
eating establishment: truly delectable.
Reviewer’s Rating: ****/****
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so quick, because if you’re on a busy schedule you can jump into a game and play without having to save, like on other MMOGs.”
Role-playing games, which usually
place the player in a fantasy or science-fiction setting, are played on both game systems and PCs as MMORPGs. They have a
player acting as an adventurer who specializes in a certain set of skills, normally called
classes.
Along with role-playing games are simulation games, that most people do not consider games at all; more like digital toys.
The most popular kind of simulation game is
the PC game “The Sims” and its expansion
packs, as well as Microsoft’s “Flight
Simulator” games that Microsoft puts out
every year.
Jenice Garza, 20-year-old sophomore
education major at UTPA, said that this
game is one of the few games that she actually grew to enjoy.
“Normally girls just sit around and
watch the guys play their games, but girls
can get into video games too,” said Garza. “I
got into ‘The Sims’ and all of the expansion
packs that came along with it.”
Expansion packs are added content to a
game that must be purchased in addition to
the game.
Now it is time for the history buffs and
those gamers who enjoy thinking about
which move to make next. Strategy video
and PC games are the technological equivalent of a strategic game of chess. They focus
on careful planning and skillful management
in order to achieve victory; a player doesn’t
just win in these games, they achieve victory or conquer worlds!
Popular strategy games include “Sid
Meier’s Civilization” and the “Heroes of
Might & Magic” series, plus “Europa
Universalis 1 and 2.” Along with several
others in this genre, these games are either
played via gaming systems, on the PC or
online as MMOGs.
“The rising title from Sweden Paradox
Interactive would be ‘Europa Universalis 1

and 2,’” Garza said. “They’ve [Sweden
Paradox Interactive] developed numerous
strategic games, such as ‘Hearts of Iron,’
which was an award-winning game. All their
games deal with history and they are all realtime strategic games played online.”
Stealth games, which include the popular “Metal Gear Solid” series, and “Splinter
Cell” are action-oriented and a subgenre of
the FPS category. They are subtler, compared to the overt mayhem shooting of FPS
games.
The final genre that has gained a large
playing audience would be the survival horror genre that traditionally places the player
in a horrific setting. These are FPS games as
well and the most popular of these are
“Silent Hill” and the “Resident Evil” series.
Game Over
The list of genres is endless. It includes
racing games, (“Grand Turismo”), sports
games, (“John Madden” football series) and
rhythm games that became a success with
the popular “Dance Dance Revolution”
(“DDR”).
Games have come a long way since the
single-handed joystick of Atari and the timeless game “Pong.” Games now come complete with an elaborate storyline and characters that seem to share the same senses as the
controlling player.
The age of gaming has an impact on the
young and old alike, and as mentioned
above, the trend is not gender-exclusive. It
has become a favorite pastime, and don’t
think that America, or society in general, is
lazy. There are now new interactive games,
such as “DDR,” that require the player to
move and follow dance sequences.
The games allow the players to think a
bit more and in a way are helping with articulation, three-dimensional visualization, and
manipulation, according to Garcia.
So, click on the monitor or the television set, and conquer the world or beat up a
few terrorists. It might just help out in the
long run with precision accuracy.

SPRING BREAK BORDERFEST
Event: NHRA Dragster on display.
Date: March 5 & 6
Place: Army Adventure Tower at the
Radisson Beachfront
Event: Appearances by members of the
U.S. Army Cowboy Team.
Date: March 12
Place: Army Adventure Tower at the
Radisson Beachfront
Event: Dallas Cowboy Cheerleaders
Date: March 12 & 13
Place: Army Adventure Tower at the
Radisson Beachfront
Event: Trojan-sponsored concert series.
Express entry to the club for all students
wearing Trojan dog tags.
Date: March 8, 15 & 22
Place: Louie’s Backyard

Event: KTEX Radio presents Rascal
Flatts with a special appearance by Blake
Shelton.
Date: March 3 at 7:30 p.m.
Place: Dodge Arena (mainstage) in
Hidalgo
Event: Hit recording artist and star of
“Lizzie McGuire,” Hilary Duff performs.
Date: March 4 at 7:30 p.m.
Place: Dodge Arena (mainstage) in
Hidalgo
Event: Action 4 News nightly Illuminated
Parade.
Date: March 4-6 at 7 p.m.
Place: Dodge Arena Circle Drive
Event: Performance by country legend
Freddy Fender.
Date: March 5 at 1:30 p.m.
Place: Miller Lite Pavilion Stage in the
Dodge Arena
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TRAFFIC

DEANS

continued from page 1

workers are doing everything they can to
speed up the process, but that the project is
estimated to last through the end of the year.
“The project consists of two phases, once
we’re done with the first part of the construction we’ll shift the traffic to the completed
areas in order to work on the rest,”
Gonzalez said. “We understand the public’s concerns, but we have no choice
but to keep working at this point,
we’re nearly half way done
with the fist phase of the
construction.”
Gonzalez also
said
that
the
TxDOT is working in conjunction
with city and university officials in
order to improve the
driving conditions.
“We try to maximize the
green light and adjust the concrete barriers, as we have to keep it
safe for both the drivers and the workers,” he commented.
However, students feel that university
officials can do a lot more to alleviate the
situation.
“It is very stressful to get to campus on
time and find a parking space, but someone
just got ran over the other day and that’s a
sign that something is very wrong,” said
Bianca Salinas, a senior advertising/PR
major. “I know the campus police can’t do
anything about the construction, but at least
they could have more officers out there
guiding and controlling traffic.”
University Police Department Sgt.
James Loya, said that University Drive has
always been a heavily traveled road, and

that officers are always ready to assist the traffic flow during peak hours.
“The fact is that with any road construction project there is always the possibility of
an increase in traffic accidents…but drivers
must be cautious of road conditions and pay
attention to road construction signs,” Loya
said. “Car accidents usually occur
because drivers are not paying attention to the environment around
them.”
Sandra Canales, rehabilitation and addictions
major, says that
walking to class
has become a
hazard, as hurrying drivers don’t
pay attention to
pedestrian crosswalks.
“I live in El Bosque
Apartments and I have to walk
to class every day, but sometimes
drivers are distracted with their hectic schedules or thinking about getting
to class on time and don’t stop at the
crosses,” Canales said. “They just don’t
pay attention to their surroundings and
that’s the danger.”
University officials deny that the construction or lack of parking spaces have
increased car accidents or pedestrian-related incidents. Drivers themselves, they say,
are responsible for unsafe behavior.
Even though the construction zones
currently aggravate drivers, once the work
is done it is expected to improve traffic
flow with the addition of two lanes on each
side of the road on University, plus more
traffic signals, turn lanes, and new driveways.
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about some challenges.
“It poses a problem to me because I’m
having to train five, sort of novice people in
doing the role of the deans,” Arevalo said. “It
does pose a problem because I spend more time
providing direction for people than I normally
would.”
The task of filling the vacant positions is an
arduous one. According to the university
Handbook of Operating Procedures, committees are formed to narrow the pool of candidates, and they submit a short list of candidates
to the university provost. The provost then
selects which candidates will get invited to the
campus for an interview. The committees consist of faculty and representatives from the colleges in question, as well as a certain number of
ad hoc members appointed by the provost.
Dr. Jose Llanes, president of UTPA’s faculty union, the Pan American United Faculty,
believes this process is not only necessary but
also extremely important.
“It is not the same thing as the private sector. If the manager of Jack In the Box quits, you
hire or promote someone else. You can’t do that
here. We have to assure the public that the person we are promoting is in the fact the best one,”
Llanes said. “We have to subject them to the
tests of the market and we have to bring people
in from the outside.”
Llanes points to the university’s obligation
to the community to conduct itself in a way that
leaves the institution free from reproach.
“Because we work for the taxpayer we
have to do an honest job of searching the world
and seeing if we can find an individual whose
leadership style and accomplishments would be
greater than those we have here,” Llanes said.
“If we do that and they agree to come, we will

replace the deans in a minute. We are canvassing for someone who is better because we owe
it to the students. The public doesn’t know if the
people we bring in have ties to the administration or if there was politics involved. The only
way we can assure people that is not going on is
an open search process.”

“If the manager of Jack In
the Box quits, you hire or promote someone else. You can’t
do that here. We have to assure
the public that the person we
are promoting is in the fact the
best one. We have to subject
them to the tests of the market
and we have to bring people in
from the outside.”
- Jose Llanes
President of UTPA faculty union

Arevalo is hopeful change will come soon.
“We have two searches that are fairly well
on for a dean for the College of Science and
Engineering and a dean for the College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences,” he said. “I
expect that early in March we will have narrowed the field down to a number that we are
willing to bring down for interviews.
“In which case, we will probably be ready
to make an offer to somebody in the middle of
April. This means to me it’s possible I could
have new deans in those positions by June or
July.”
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THERAPY

continued from page 5

such as depression, anxiety, and relationship problems.
“Students who are having difficulty
managing their stress or feelings of
depression are encouraged to talk to a
counselor to learn ways to cope with these
issues,” Cano said. “Some may be hesitant to come to the center due to concerns
about their privacy; however, center services are free to all currently enrolled students and completely confidential.”
The Counseling Center also attempted
to form a group for international students
for the spring semester, but also ran into
lack of interest by students.
“The purpose of this group was to promote cultural awareness, promote greater
understanding of the host culture, increase
adjustment to the UTPA environment,
enhance the UTPA experience, and nurture
the uniqueness of each individual,” said
UTPA counselor Kim Loan Nguyen-Finn.
Nguyen-Finn explained that although
some students applied, there was not
enough interest to form a therapy group.
“As with many groups, participants are
hesitant about disclosing to one person,
much less a group of people,” NguyenFinn said. “While there is much benefit to
interacting in a group situation, the group
process can also provoke anxiety among
participants. In addition, we have found
that many students had difficulty scheduling a common time that they could meet
for group sessions.”
Students often hesitate to participate in
group therapy because it involves self-disclosure, and many people are hesitant to
share their feelings and emotions with
people they don’t know well, Cano said.
“Group therapy can be beneficial in

that it allows students to share their experiences, learn how others cope with similar situations, and give each other feedback and support,” Cano said.
Many students may feel uncomfortable
sharing their problems with others, but in
a group they are not obligated to.
“It may be helpful for those not familiar with group therapy to know that when
a group is started, there are ‘rules’ that the
group members are asked to comply
with,” Cano said. “For example, group
members are asked to keep what is shared
in group sessions confidential, and members are never forced to share personal
experiences or feelings if they are not
comfortable doing so. However, the more
a member participates, the more likely it
is the person will benefit from the group
experience.”
After learning that students are not
forced to share their personal experiences,
Mary feels that a therapy group may
relieve some of the stress she feels from
college.
“Maybe when I feel comfortable talking about my problems I will join a therapy group,” Mary said. “It sounds like it
would be a good idea, since I would be
sharing my problems with my peers who
are going through the same things I am.”
Although Croyle’s therapy group did
not take off, she is willing to start one in
the future.
“A group requires enough sessions in
order for the participants to get to know
each other and for them to learn and practice new skills, so at this point it would be
too late to start a group for spring semester,” Croyle said. “However, I plan to try
again in the future.”

REED

Page 12
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Reed was attracted to pursuing a career in academia for several reasons. For one, his job as a
professor provided the dedicated family man
the opportunity to be closely involved in his
daughters’ lives as they were growing up.
“I am very committed to being an active
father and academia allows me to do that,” said
Reed.
Reed’s daughters, ages 12 and 15, have
grown up surrounded by higher education in
the university atmosphere.
Reed’s wife, Joan Mueller Reed, is the project coordinator for the Rehabilitation Research
Initiative (RRI), a research grant in UTPA’s
Department of Rehabilitation. She is also a
Ph.D. candidate for a degree in administration,
curriculum and instruction for educational
leadership in higher education.
Another attraction for Reed is that professors are given a lot of freedom to do their work
on their own schedule.
“I’m a very internally motivated person. I
don’t need a structured work environment with
a boss telling me I must be at work from 8 to
5,” said Reed. “Like many of the faculty, I
work better doing things at my own time,
including weekends, and my job provides the
flexibility I like.”
Part of Reed’s job as a professor, department chair and now as dean, is to write grant
proposals, and he and his colleagues have been
very successful at getting funding.
“The newest grant we have is through the
U.S. Department of Justice. Its goal is to educate abuout violence against women with disabilities,” said Reed.
Reed, together with several colleagues,
drafted the grant proposal which resulted in
funding to perform training and educational
activities. This includes speaking to women’s
advocacy groups and agencies that help people
with disabilities to increase their awareness of

the abusive situations women with disabilities
may face.
The grant also provides funding for raising
awareness about the need for accessible shelters with wheelchair entrances and interpreters
for the deaf. Without these, a woman with a
disability may not have a safe haven where she
can find shelter to escape an abusive situation.
“It’s a fact that women with disabilities get
abused more often than women without disabilities. They often can’t escape because
they’re more dependent on their abusers,” said
Reed.
Reed is also involved with a grant focusing
on improving services for students with disabilities on university campuses. At UTPA, he
works closely with Esperanza Cavazos in the
Office of Services for Persons with Disabilities.
“At UTPA, we’ve had success in raising
awareness about electronic accessibility for
people with disabilities. For example, web
pages and online courses are often not designed
to be accessible for someone who is blind,”
said Reed. “We have expertise in that area and
so we work with the different departments to
help them design [materials] properly.”
“As a state institution, we really are obligated to make [course materials] accessible to
everyone. Just as you’re entitled to access
information, students with disabilities are entitled to the same access to information,” said
Reed.
Reed is a very active member of the community. One organization that is very important
to him is the Muscular Dystrophy Association
(MDA), based in Harlingen.
“I myself have muscular dystrophy, which
is a major reason I came into the field [of
Rehabilitative Services],” said Reed.
Reed has been on the local MDA executive
board or involved in fund-raising since he
moved to the Rio Grande Valley.

Visit us at

www.panam.edu/dept/panamerican

Daniela Resendez/The Pan American

JAVA JAM— Entertainer Johnny Walker performed for UTPA students on Monday
night, during Coffee House at the Student Union cafeteria.
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CLIPBOARD
MLS camps come to McAllen
Spring Break action scheduled for Valley youth
Big-time futbol is coming to the Valley, and area youth will get a
chance to learn from some of the best players in the world.
The 2005 nationwide Major League Soccer Camps program will be in
McAllen starting Monday, as reported in The Monitor.
Morning and afternoon sessions will take place every day from March
7-11 at the Bicentennial Soccer Field at Fern and Bicentennial. The
Spring Break 2005 Major League Soccer Camps are intended for Rio
Grande Valley youths.
The weeklong MLS Camps will be offered to U4 and U10 players
from town-sponsored programs. The camps are nationally recognized,
and bring some of the best teachers of the sport to the various
locations. The camp trainers are usually certified college standouts that
are brought aboard from a pool of applicants in England.
For registration, call Mario Davila at (956) 686-0552 or visit
MLScamps.com for more information.

Down the stretch
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FOR THE RECORD
UTPA SPORTS
Golf
TEXAS A&M MO-MORIAL
WOMEN
1. SMU

318 309 315 942 +78

2. Kent State

319 317 307 943 +79

3. Texas A&M

310 308 325 943 +79

4. TCU

315 317 313 945 +81

5. Northwestern 328 316 320 964 +100
6. Baylor Uni.

316 312 337 965 +101

12. UTPA

323 330 333 986 +122

14. Kansas

338 325 329 992 +128

15. Indiana

345 336 344 1025 +161

U.S. exhibition with Columbia
Non-qualifying game up next for U.S. soccer

Men’s tennis in action next fortnight

1-3-4 1

0

Bauer

27 5-15 0-1

5-2-7 2 11

Gedminas 23 3-7 1-2

4-4-8 0

7

Butler

27 1-6

2-1-3 0

Simon

29 8-15 3-6

Percentages: FG .377 FT, .588, 3-Point 5-

Hawkins

18 0-1 2-3

3-3-6 1

2

23, .217. (Sanchez 3, Castillo 2) Blocked

Malone J. 13 1-2 3-4

1-2-3 1

6

shots: 4 (Gedminas 1, Castillo 1, East 1,

Campbell P 20 4-10 1-1

0-5-5 0 11

Lange 1). Turnovers: 20 (Sanchez 7,

Campbell C. 6 1-3 0-0

1-0-1 0

2

Berry 4, Fagan 3, Shankle 2, Gedminas 2,

Egeric

0-0-0 0

0

Lange 1, Montalvo 1). Steals: 6 (Sanchez

Totals

3, Berry 1, East 1, Castillo 1). Personal

Percentages: FG .379 FT, .632, 3-Point 4-

Fouls: 22 (Lange 5, Gedminas 3,

19, .211. (Campbell P. 2, Malone 1, Bauer

Montalvo 3, Castillo 2, Sanders 2,

1) Blocked shots: 3 (Simon 2). Turnovers:

Sanchez 2, Berry 2, Fagan 1, East 1,

12 (Bauer 3, Butler 2, Simon 2, Hawkins 2,

Shankle 1).

Malone J. 1, Malone B. 1). Steals: 8 (Simon

200 23-61 10-17 14-26-40 7 61

GAME 3
1234567

R H E

UTPA

0000110- 2 6 2

UTA

5 0 1 6 0 0 X - 12 12 0

Win - Varnell (2-0). Loss - Linder (0-3)
Save - None
E - Linder (2). LOB - Broncs 7; Mavericks
8. 2B - Flowers (2); Alamia (2); Newman
McSpadden. SH - Batlle (1). SF - Smith
Attendance: 326
GAME 2
123456789 RH E
UTPA

200000101-4 7 1

UTA

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 - 5 10 1

Win - Haar (1-0).
Loss - Haines (0-2) Save - None
E - Broyles (2); Macha (2).LOB - Broncs
6; Mavericks 6. 2B - Smith (1); Nelson,
Ryan (5); Stevens 2(5); Wiilliams (3). HR -

2, Carouthers 1, Malone J. 1, Egeric 1).
UTPA................23 26 - 49

John

25 5-11 3-6

3-3-6 0 14

IPFW.................27 39 - 66

Davis

24 2-4

1-2-3

Haynes

32 6-12 4-5
9 0-0

0-0

Mitchell

34 3-9

2 5 1 1 1 2 0 1X - 13 13 1

Win - Baxter (3-0).
Loss - Foster (0-3) Save - None
WP - Frisby (1). HBP - by Baxter (Pena).
BK - Foster(1). HP - John Ausmus. 1B -

4

1-2-3 0

0

2-3

1-4-5 6

9

4-3-7 1

6

Dominguez 1 0-0

0-0

0-0-0 0

0

Hall

0-0

0-0-0 0

0

25 2-10 1-2

1-3-4 5

6

1 0-2

Attendance: 408

UTPA
FT Reb

min M-A M-A O-D-T A Pts
Berry

29 4-8 1-2

2-4-6

2

9

Fagan

25 2-7 3-4

3-3-6 1

7

Lange

9 1-2 0-0

0-1-1 0

2

Montalvo

24 1-5 2-2

0-1-1 2

4

Sanchez

33 5-16 3-4

0-1-1 2 16

East

20

3-5 0-2

2-5-7 0

6

1

0-0 0-0

0-0-0 0

0

10

0-0 0-1

0-1-1 0

0

5 0-0 0-0

0-0-0 0

0

FT Reb

min M-A M-A O-D-T A Pts
Wilson

25 0-4 3-4

1-2-3 4

3

Guin

11 1-3 0-2

1-1-2 2

3

Percentages: FG .415 FT, .621, 3-Point 6-

Roberts

8 2-4 0-0

0-0-0 0

4

24, .250. (Haynes 3, John 1, Mitchell 1,

Piwonka

5 0-1 0-0

0-1-1 0

0

Jenkins 1) Blocked shots: 4 (Jones 2, John

Reed

30 1-1 6-8

2-4-6 3

8

1, Lawrence 1). Turnovers: 17 (Davis 6,

Daniel

10 1-1 0-0

1-0-1 0

2

Mitchell 4, John 3, Jones 2, Jenkins 2).

Kneer

11 1-3 0-2

0-2-2 1

2

Steals: 7 (Jones 2, Mitchell 2, Jenkins 2,

Montague 35 4-7 0-0

0-3-3 4 12

Haynes 1). Personal Fouls: 14 (John 4,

Pierce

25 7-13 0-0

1-5-6 0

14

Jones 3, Mitchell 2, Lawrence 2, Davis 1,

Cheadle

3 1-1

0-0-0 0

2

Haynes 1, Hall 1).

Schamel

UTPA................29 32 - 61

Arriola

NMS.................37 41 - 78

Gooden
Totals

FEB. 27
IPFW 66, UTPA 49

0-0

19 2-5 1-2

0-3-3

2

5

3 0-0 0-0

0-1-1

0

0

1-4-5

0

2

15 1-3

0-0

200 21-46 10-18 8-31-39 16 57

Percentages: FG .457 FT, .556, 3-Point 513, .385. (Montague 4, Guin 1) Blocked

UTPA

shots: 1 (Schamel 1). Turnovers: 17

FT Reb

(Wilson 4, Guiin 4, Reed 3, Schamel 2,
Roberts 1, Daniel 1, Cheadle 1, Gooden

Montalvo

23 2-7 2-2

1-2-3 0

7

1). Steals: 5 (Wilson 3, Reed 1, Cheadle

Sanchez

30 2-11 2-2

0-4-4 1

7

1). Personal Fouls: 17 (Pierce 5, Wilson 2,

Berry

32 3-7 0-0

0-4-4 2

6

Daniel 2, Cheadle 2, Schamel 2, Kneer 1,

Fagan

25 3-8 0-0

1-3-4 0

6

Montague 1, Roberts 1).

Lange

18 1-3 1-3

4-4-8 0

3

East

19 2-5 2-2

3-3-6 0

6

1 0-0 0-0

0-0-0 0

0

14 1-2 0-0

1-0-1 0

2

3 1-1 1-2

Puente
Sanders

INDIANA-PURDUE FORT WAYNE
FG

FT Reb

min M-A M-A O-D-T A Pts

0-0-0 0

3

Johnson

30 2-5 0-0

0-1-1 1

4

Castillo

17 1-6

0-0 0-1-1 0

2

Nicley

33 4-10 1-2

0-6-6

11

Trader

1 0-0

2-2 0-1-1 0

2

Martin

18 2-8 4-4

0-1-1 2

5

O’Connell 25 1-6

Totals

MEN’S BOX
MAR. 1
NEW MEXICO ST. 78, UTPA 61

UTPA
FG

Totals 200 27-65 18-29 19-26-45 17 78

Jenkins

Gedminas 17 1-5 3-3 1-2-3

Basketball

WOMEN’S BOX
FEB. 26
UTPA 57, IPFW 50

2-2-4 1 19

Lawrence 21 7-11 4-7

Shankle

Tom Dooley. 3B - Dwayne Phillips.

Shankle

2

min M-A M-A O-D-T A Pts

UTA

Sanders

0-0

Funston

Attendance: 326

Puente

Hawkins 4, Campbell C. 2, Bauer 2, Butler
8

FG

FG

P. 1). Personal Fouls: 17 (Simon 4,

FT Reb
5-3-8 3

(1); Macha (1).

000000000- 0 5 5

200 25-66 12-19 21-26-47 5 66

28 2-6 4-6

Nelson, Cary (1). CS - Eichel (1); Warrick

UTPA

1 0-1 0-0

Jones

Padron (1); Broyles 2(4). (1). SB -

R H E

2

3-6-9 0 19

min M-A M-A O-D-T A Pts

Batlle (2). HBP - Padron, Lewis. SH -

GAME 1

0-0

8

3, Malone B. 2, Bauer 1, Butler 1, Campbell
FG

FEB. 25-27
UT-ARLINGTON SERIES

Women will not play again for 18 days
The Bronc men’s tennis team will be busy in the next two weeks, with
a trio of upcoming events.
March 1-4 marks the McAllen Futures Tournament in McAllen, while
the men will host The University of Texas-San Antonio at the Orville
Cox Tennis Center in Edinburg at 11 a.m., March 6. On March 7 they
face Saint Louis at Corpus Christi starting at 10 a.m.
The women have a break in the action until a March 22 home date at
the Cox Center, with Laredo Community College, beginning at 1 p.m.

Carouthers 32 4-7 0-0

0-0-0 0

Baseball

123456789

Landon Donovan’s last performance at the U.S. soccer team’s first
qualifying game against Trinidad & Tobago will be needed as they take
on a tough Columbian team on March 9. Even though this game is just
an exhibition game, the Americans can use this game to measure up
against Mexico’s performance last week.
The Mexican team just finished playing an exhibition match against
Columbia last week, where the outcome was a 1-1 tie. Mexico and the
United States face off later in the month as the World Cup qualifying
tournament continues.
Columbian forward Sergio Huerta has two goals, one notched during
the Mexico match. The two squads’ efforts during the match was about
even, yet it might have had to do with the game only being a friendly
match.

0-2-2 0 10

2 0-0 0-0

NEW MEXICO STATE

(1). SB - Williams (2). CS - Williams (1).

The Valley’s professional hockey team is out of the playoffs but
hopes to make some noise as the season winds down.
The Rio Grande Valley Killer Bees are entering their final month of
play as they only have nine games left on the season. The Bees were
eliminated from playoff contention last week.
Recently the Bees have been playing the spoiler role, and have been
doing it well with two wins in three games. They lost their first game of
the week on Sunday against Amarillo, 2-1, after winning two straight on
the road. In those two wins, they combined for a total of 11 goals
scored, which is a franchise record.
The Killer Bees will play four of their final nine games at home. The
next game for the Bees will be against conference rival, the Memphis
Riverkings on March 4 at 7:05 p.m.

19 4-11 0-0

Trader
Totals

(1); Thomason (1); Stevens (6). HBP -

Bees play final games of season

Castillo

0

200 17-55 13-16 13-24-37 3 49

Bibbs

0-0

0

8

0-1-1 2

3

31 5-10 2-6 7-5-12 0

12

Percentages: FG .309 FT, .813, 3-Point 2-

Carlisle

21 1-8 0-0

0-2-2

2

2

18, .111. (Montalvo 1, Sanchez 1) Blocked

Green

13 0-2 1-2

1-3-4

0

1

shots: 8 (Fagan 4, Lange 2, Gedminas 1).

Glowacki

9 1-2

0-1

1-1-2

2

2

Turnovers: 16 (Fagan 5, Gedminas 3,

Murdock

11 2-4

2-2

0-0-0

0

7

Sanchez 2, Berry 2, East 2, Shankle 1,

Boyd

9 0-2

0-0

0-1-1

0

0

Castillo 1). Steals: 8 (East 3, Sanchez 1,

Totals

Berry 1, Fagan 1, Castillo 1, Gedminas 1).

Percentages: FG .316 FT, .588, 3-Point 4-

Personal Fouls: 20 (Lange 5, Montalvo 4,

21, .233. (Nicley 2, O’Connell 1, Murdock

Gedminas 2, Sanchez 2, Fagan 2, Berry

1). Blocked shots: 0. Turnovers: 11 (Nicley

1, East 1, Puente 1, Sanders 1, Shankle

4, Johnson 3, Bibbs 1, Carlisle 1, Glowacki

1).

1). Steals: 7 (Carlisle 2 Johnson 1, Nicley 1,

200 18-57 10-17 12-21-33 9 50

O’Connell 1, Bibbs 1 Glowacki 1). Personal
INDIANA-PURDUE FORT WAYNE
FG

Fouls: 15 (Bibbs 4, Johnson 3, O’Connell 3,

FT Reb

Nicley 2, Boyd 2, Martin 1).

min M-A M-A O-D-T A Pts
Mason B.

27 1-6 3-4

1-2-3 0

5

UTPA.................25 32 - 57
IPFW..................18 32 - 50
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LOTS TO DO: New UTPA AD answers pivotal questions

QA

Pan American - What is your first order of business
arriving at UTPA? What needs to be addressed?
Street - Well, the first thing is to meet with all our staff
and just really get a chance to know those individuals and
assess the program, find out what those needs are to help
us succeed and go forward.
PA - William J. Weidner, as you may know, was your
predecessor and he is credited with this huge 6-year
turnaround for UTPA, previously we were in trouble
with the NCAA; does this motivate you, the opportunity to start your AD position with a maturing program?
S - Absolutely, I think what Mr. Weidner did beforehand,
we certainly want to build on the success that he has had
here and make this a great place to improve on.
PA - Aside from your position at UTSA you held positions similar to an Athletic Director, but being an AD,
this is the first time for you right?
S - Yes, that is correct
PA – Can this, maybe, hint at the chance for you to
implement new ideas? What kind of changes do you
feel you can bring to UTPA?
S – I really think it’s too early to answer that question. I
want to get a feel for what’s going on first, with our staff,
and then after a period of evaluation start to do new
things.
PA - You have been quoted in the past that you are
going to do everything in your power to make sure
UTPA attracts enough attention by the Southland to
warrant the vote, what efforts must be made?
S – I don’t think it’s just the Southland Conference, I
don’t think we should put all our eggs in one basket. We
need to make sure that all available conferences know
about UTPA and that we can go out and present ourselves
in a positive manner so that we attract more than one conference.
PA - Up to how long does the process take?
S – It’s certainly not overnight and, at this point, all
schedules are made for the ’05 and ’06 year so I think the
earliest things can be done is ’06-’07.

PA - What can students and athletes do to expedite
conference approval?
S – I think our student-athletes and student body can help
by coming to our games, getting excited, and having great
support. Our student-athletes [can help] by graduating,
doing good in the classroom, doing well academically,
and doing well in the playing field.
PA - In your opinion, why is joining a conference
important?
S – It gives our athletes a chance to compete for conference championships, it gives them a chance to earn athletic and academic awards, and also gives our university a
chance to see how we compete and to compete for championships and again install more pride in the university
more pride in the student-body for our athletic department.
PA - The Southland, from what I’ve read is considered,
mostly, a football-type of conference. For UTPA in
order to join this conference, do you feel it more wise
to implement a football program to accommodate the
conference or maybe join another like the MidContinental that is not necessarily recognized for football?
S: I think we have to look at all our options and build
upon that, including the Southland and Mid-Con, whatever opportunities are out there. I hate to mention a specific conference because of what the possibilities are for
those conferences. I have not had conversations with any
of those people yet. So I hesitate to mention a specific
conference but certainly with all conferences we want to
investigate all possibilities.
PA – UTPA, in the recent NCAA Division I progress
rate, scored well. The average for all Division I schools
is 948 and UTPA scored 940. How do you feel you can
keep this academic tradition going?
S – Certainly academics are going to be the key to our
success; for our student-athletes to go forward, graduate
with a UTPA degree, and then go out into their professions
and be successful in their careers. What we want to do

now is keep giving them support that they have from this
point from the academics within the athletic department to
the academic programs that are available throughout the
campus. And we want to continue offering those resources
to our student-athletes to be able to compete.

&
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CANDID - New Bronc AD Scott Street started his tenure at
UTPA March 1, replacing William Weidner.

HISTORY LESSON: Long years of losing may be over

March 3, 2005
To fully appreciate what finishing with a winning basketball record
means to the Lady Broncs this season, one must undergo the painful task
of reading the history of the program. Only then will an understanding
start to sink in.
The women’s hoops effort began in 1983-84, as John McDowell’s
NAIA Division II squad went a reasonable 7-11 in its first go-around.
After a 12-12 mark the next season it was downhill from there, big-time.
In 22 seasons of competition, the Lady Broncs have won just 25
percent of their games, or 147 wins against 434 losses. There have been
10 different coaches at the helm during that time, including current leader
DeAnn Craft, in her second season in Edinburg.
As her team (13-12 overall) competes this week at the National
Independent Tournament in Orem, UT., it is battling against a handful of
opponents, but also versus a miserable program record.
The Lady Broncs once lost an incredible 56 straight basketball games,
from 1987 to 1989, posting back-to-back 0-27 seasons those years. In
1987-88 they allowed over 100 points in a game - a feat almost unheard
of in women’s ball - 11 times!
They won a total of six games and lost a whopping 88 from 19871990 and then lost 55 of 68 games from 1992-1995. In 1997-98 the team
dropped 26 of 27 contests – managing an upset of Southeast Louisiana to
avoid a third oh-for season – and saw opponents break 100 seven times.
And yet, recent history has seen the program begin to climb upward.
Karin Nicholls won 18 and lost 38 in two seasons from 2000-2003, and
current assistant Tracy Anderson set some of the groundwork for the high
times ahead as the head coach in 2003-2004.
But is under Craft that the Lady Broncs have begun to silence the
echoes of a woeful past. In two seasons to date, the team is 26-27 under
Craft, and with one win out of three in Utah can break the record for total
wins in a season, 13, set last year. Two wins out of three will give the team
a .500 mark for the past two campaigns, a far cry from the no-win days
of the late 1980s.
For a program that once set the standard for futility – 11, or half of its
teams have ended up with seasons of 20 losses or more – the chance to
erase bad memories is one that the team does not want to let pass by.

WOMEN HEAD TO INDIE TOURNEY
OREM, Utah - The UTPA Lady Broncs will attempt to close out the
season as the best women’s hoops squad in the history of the university.
They play Savannah State today in the first round of the Division I
Independent Tournament at Utah Valley State College.
The Broncs (13-12), in a tournament against familiar foes, will face
the Lady Panthers for the second time this season. They trounced
Savannah 86-52 on Jan. 30 behind huge efforts from junior Devin Reed,
who scored a game-high 25 points with four assists, and freshman
Tynesha Pierce, who holed 21 points with nine boards.
The Lady Broncs, needing to win at least one game to set a new
record for wins, will become the first team to have a winning mark if they
can get two wins. They are seeded second behind one of their toughest
opponents this season, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi (19-6) the first seed.
Third seed Northern Colorado, Indiana Purdue-Fort Wayne, and host
Utah Valley State are also ready to roll as the independent season comes
to a close.
“We have to beat Corpus,” said senior guard Ashley Roberts about the
Texas A&M-Corpus squad that whacked the Lady Broncs twice in
February. “But we saw on TV the other day that Northern Colorado hung
right with Maryland, so we can’t overlook anyone.”
The team has seen most of the competition before, and Roberts said
that they are trying to duplicate the things they did well in past meetings
and to change the things they didn’t.
“By now we know the teams we are playing, and it’s just a matter of
correcting,” she noted, adding that the high altitude out west is always a
factor in terms of fatigue
So the Lady Broncs end the season on the road, and in 2006 will
return seven players who have played prominent roles on the squad. But
for a handful of seniors, this is it: the last time they will ever play college
basketball.
“We had our last home practice yesterday (Monday),” said Roberts,
among the team leaders in assists and three-point shooting. “But I didn’t
think much about it until Molly (Schamel, a fellow departee) reminded
me. Then we were like, ‘aw.’”
The seniors have been a part of the program’s revival, although they
have been superseded to an extent by a fabulous freshman class including
Tynesha Pierce, Kathy Guin, and Tiona Wilson, who have energized the
unit and promise to only get better with time.
“I think Tiona Wilson has shown probably the most growth as a
player,” said coach Deann Craft in a recent interview. “When we started
way back in November, ‘Shorty’ wasn’t playing very many
minutes…she’s emerged as our new point guard I think she’s taken on
that challenge.
“I think Kathy Guin has an abundance of talent,” Craft added. “I think
she had the capability to be a very good player at this level but she
continues to struggle adapting to the system. I think, given time, with her
mental toughness, Guin will be a difference-maker.”
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The History of the Lady Broncs
1983-1984
Coach John McDowell
Record: 7-11
1984-1985
Record 12-12
1985-86
Record 7-19
1986-1987
Coach Tony McDaniel
Record 7-17
1987-1988
Coach Becky De Los Santos
Record 0-27
1988-1989
Coach Tim Hicks
Record 0-27
1989-1990
Record 3-24
1990-1991
Record 7-20
1991-1992
Record 10-18
1992-1993
Coach Tracie Garner
Record 6-21
1993-1994

Record 4-23
1994-1995
Coach Cletus Green
Record 3-24
1995-1996
Record 10-17
1996-1997
Coach Kathy Halligan
Record 5-22
1997-1998
Record 1-26
1998-1999
Record 8-19
1999-2000
Record 6-21
2000-2001
Coach Karin Nicholls
Record 11-17
2001-2002
Record 7-21
2002-2003
Coach Tracy Anderson
Record 7-21
2003-2004
Coach DeAnn Craft
Record 13-15

53rd men’s season ends
The Pan American
As the Bronc men finish 12-16, dropping six of
their last seven games including Tuesday’s season
finale at New Mexico State, the 53rd basketball
season in school history is in the books. Coach
Robert Davenport’s first year as head man will go
down as a middle-of-the-road campaign, as far as
records go. It was not 1963, but it wasn’t 1992
either.
The 12-win season saw the Broncs win 42.9
percent of their games, which is off the 53-year
pace of 47.8. UTPA has played 1,414 games since
1952, winning 676 and losing 738. The latest
Bronc edition was not one of the 10 teams to win
20 games or more in a season – the school record
is 28 in 1963-64, the last 20-win group was 200102 – and not one of the 12 teams to lose 20 games
in a season – 1991-92 saw the Broncs lose a school
record 26 times.
There is always a tendency among historians to
divide things into periods, and decades work nicely
for this in terms of sports teams. With that said, this
year’s edition is part of a 2000s contingent whose
winning percentage is .469. The performance of
the Broncs in this decade is way better than that of
the 1990s teams, which won just 26 percent of their
games and became mired in some serious NCAA
troubles midway through that 10-year period.
In fact, moving back through the decades, a fan
notes that the more time melts away, the better the

Broncs get. The 1980s saw the school win at a
decent .505 clip, including the team’s last
postseason appearance, a first-round National
Invitational Tournament loss to Tulsa, 81-71, in
March 1981.
Bronc teams in the 1970s, under veteran Sam
Williams, then Abe Lemons and later Bill White,
won 63 percent of their games in the span, and
there was a stint from 1973-1981 where the team
had a non-losing record every year.
But the glory days of the program have to be the
1960s, when Williams led the team to a .638
winning percentage overall and the high point of
UTPA history, the 1963 NAIA national
championship. That 1962-63 team starred Luke
Jackson, who went on to a solid NBA career, and
finished 26-6 by winning five games in the
tourney, including a 73-62 win over Western
Carolina for all the marbles. The 28-win men from
1963-64 could not pull off the repeat, falling one
game short. They lost the title game that year to
Rockhurst, 66-56.
The powerful Broncs of the early-to-mid ‘60s
won 113 games and lost just 41 (an astounding
.734 clip) from 1961-65, in the midst of Williams’
15-year run as coach.
So Davenport, the 12th coach in UTPA annals,
takes his first year and files it, and now looks
forward to seeing what the 2005-06 Bronc outfit
will do. On the court, and in the dusty but
fascinating history books.
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Ogletree Classic highlighting Spring Break
By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American
This weekend the baseball Broncs return home to host the
3rd Annual Ogletree Classic, against The University of TexasSan Antonio, Birmingham Southern, Illinois, and Sam
Houston State. All these squads bring something different to
the table for the three-day event starting Friday at the
Edinburg Baseball Stadium. The Broncs will be looking to
win the tournament for the second time in a row.
“There is no team in the tournament that is a slouch,
including us,” UTPA Coach Willie Gawlik said.
Illinois and Sam Houston both come in with records over
the .500 mark. The UTSA Roadrunners and Birmingham
Southern Panthers aren’t doing so well, but they both are still
competitive. Gawlik said Birmingham always has a good
club.
The tournament, named for longtime UTPA Coach Al
Ogletree, will start Friday but the Broncs won’t be in action
until Saturday when they will have a doubleheader. They start
off against Sam Houston at 3 p.m., and then take on Illinois at
7 p.m. On Sunday the Broncs will have another two-game
day, as they take on Birmingham Southern at 2 p.m. and finish
off the tournament with UTSA at 6 p.m.
The Roadrunners have had close games with Texas A&M
and Baylor, who are both ranked in the top 15 in the nation.
Gawlik said that they’re better than their record shows.
The Broncs (3-12) are also probably better than their
record reflects, after a tough early-season schedule that ranks
14th nationally in strength. Due to these tough opponents, the
Broncs are still ranked 73rd among Division I schools in the
nation despite a subpar record

They are coming off a tough road stretch against UTArlington, where they dropped the all three games in the
series. This was a letdown, as the Broncs has beaten the
Mavericks in the UTPA Classic 5-4, and finishing that seasonopening tournament in a three-way tie. All the Broncs wins
this season have been at home.
“We have to get things done, because we’ve lost too much
already,” freshman pitcher Bobby Gomez said. “It’s going to
be a good tournament.”
Two Broncs that have been performing well so far are Zach
Gordon and Aaron Flowers who have the best batting
averages on the team. Gordon has a .356 average and Flowers
is second at .345. Flowers is tied for first with eight RBI and
is the only player on the team that has a home run in 15
games.
The team average is .242, keeping the offense from helping
its pitchers with run support. UTPA has been outscored 124 to
52 and Bronc pitching has struggled this season, with an
earned run average over 7. Gawlik thinks his team can
produce at the plate better than it has done so far in 2005.
“We have some guys that hit the ball good, but their
averages don’t show it,” Gawlik said. “We just need to keep
hitting it.”
This week Gawlik said that they were going back to work
on the fundamentals, and would practice some defensive
game situations. The team has made a ghastly 40 errors
already.
On the mound, the young Bronc pitching staff has found it
hard to put a notch in the win column. Chad Linder, Ryne
Foster and Tim Haines are all winless, combining for a 0-8
record.

By JACOB ALEGRIA
The Pan American

Track
team
heads to
Border
Olympics

BIG SHOT - Sharyland’s Isaac Ybarra is one
of the best weight throwers in the country.

After a taking about three
weeks off the University of Texas
Pan American track teams will
finally return to live competition,
traveling to Laredo this weekend.
This will be the fourth meet of
the season and the Broncs have
already seen some individual
accomplishments. Senior veterans
Isaac Ybarra and Amy Moses
have both cleared provisional
mark requirements and set record
marks in the weight-throw
competition.
Ybarra broke his own school
with a throw of 66 1/4 feet,
winning his 12th individual title,
at the Houston Indoor Classic
earlier this season. Then a week
later he broke the record again,
with a heave of 66-3 1/4, good for
third at the Tyson Invitational in
Arkansas.
Now, it’s the Border Olympics
for the Sharyland native and his
teammates, some of whom are
also performing admirably this
year so far.
Senior J.C. Crosby is right
behind Ybarra after recording
marks of 55-10 1/4 and 54 feet.
Crosby has shown steady
improvement so far, finishing 11th
at Tyson and third at the Hyatt

Dane Mason is one of the only Bronc pitchers with a win,
and will start game one against Illinois on Saturday evening.
Coach Al Ogletree, who the tournament is named after, will be
throwing out the first on Saturday when the Broncs take on
Illinois. Baseball alumni from 1980 to 1985 will be present
throughout the weekend.

AL OGLETREE CLASSIC 2005
Date
Opponent
Time
03/04/05

03/05/05

03/06/05

UTSA vs. Illinois

2 p.m.

Sam Houston vs. Bir. Southern

6 p.m.

UTSA vs. Bir. Southern

11 a.m.

UTPA vs. Sam Houston

3 p.m.

UTPA vs. Illinois

7 p.m.

Sam Houston vs. Illinois

10 a.m.

UTPA vs. UTSA

2 p.m.

UTPA vs. Bir. Southern

6 p.m.

Regency Invitational in early
February.
The weight guys are doing
their thing, and on the track, a
familiar face is showing he has
not lost a step after a layoff. In the
running events, Pharr’s Wesley
Keating finished second at the
Hyatt Regency Invitational in the
3,000 meters, in 8:26.60, a mere
two seconds behind the winner.
Rashaad Ben has recorded the
fourth-best time in school history
in the 60-meter hurdles, an 8.12.
And Bronc senior high jumper
Marlin Manley earned a fourthplace finish earlier this season
with a jump of 6-feet-8.
The Broncs are hoping to
improve on their success and
develop some young runners to
eventually replace the veterans..
It looks like the field events
are a UTPA strength again this
year. On the women’s side senior
thrower Amy Moses joined
Ybarra in recording a qualifying
provisional mark. In doing so she
also earned the second-best mark
in school history with a throw of
64-1. Edinburg native Moses
currently holds the best mark in
school history, with a throw of 655 in 2003, and claimed first at the
Hyatt last month, giving her 15
career individual wins.
In the other field events a

UTPA Athletic Department

freshmen made some noise earlier
in the season. Liliana Cavazos of
Weslaco finished 12th in the triple
jump at the Tyson Invitational in
Fayetteville, AR. with a leap of
37-6 1/2, the fourth best effort in
UTPA history.
On the track however on the
track the Lady Broncs have had
limited success. Senior Rowena
Hamlet has recorded some fast
times in first heats but has
finished seventh and tenth overall.
At the Houston Indoor Classic
Hamlet finished seventh in the
400-meter dash, and 10th in the
200-meter dash with a time of
26.43 seconds. She has recorded a
time of 58.62 seconds in the 400meter dash, second in program
history.
Freshmen Sabrina Montalvo
(Rio Grande City) set a school
record in the 60-meter hurdles
with a time of 9.38 seconds,
breaking the record of 9.41
seconds set by Cynthia Cantu in
1993. Montalvo however finished
26th in the event during last
month’s Hyatt.
In the 5,000-meter run
sophomore Ashley Perez of
Falfurrias recorded a time of
18.20.08 and gave her a firstplace finish at the Hyatt Regency
meet, earning her first individual
championship.

